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ABSTRACT

The eytoplasmic-genetic male sterility (eMS) system bas been the
cornerstone of hybrid breeding world-wide. Maintaining genmc diversity
in CMS germplasm is essential for reducing genetic winnbility and
increasing the likelihood of developing heterotic combinations. Using CMS
lines from different cytosterility sources gave a broad range 0 rdiversity in
currently-used local hybrid rice gennplasml In this study, RAPD and
isozyme markers were employed to study the genetic variatior I among four
diverse CMS and three Egyptian restorer elite parental lines widely used in
hybrid rice breeding programs in Egypt. However, the relationship of
genetic variation with hybrid performance and heterosis '1V8S studied.
Results of this study could be used to expedite the development of
genetically diverse and heterotic rice hybrids in Egypt.

DNA from four diverse groups of rice plants selected (each
comprising the male. sterile, the restorer and F1 hybrid) has been extracted
and amplified by peR with different 15 mer random DNA primers (RAPD
analysis). Then, DNA has been analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis and
DNA bands scored as present or absent. Out of used five arbitJ'ary.15 mer
primers, four were identified and detected polymorphism. Th.,primer Cat
No. 9050309 (5 GTG GOA ATG TOG GCT 3) showed high~ampli:fied

DNA bands in the different genotypes. Two major amplified balds, < 2600
bp and ;;: 2100 bp appeared in the restorer parents, Giza 178 Rand Giza 181
R while, the same band was absent in all CMS lines and Giza 182 R. One
band of primer Cat No. 9050322 with 700 bp was detected only in the
restorers parents Giza 178 R and Giza 182 R while the same band.was
absent in parent Giza 181 R.

Esterase and peroxidase isozymes analysis could .)e. used as
biochemical genetic marker among the parental lines and their FI hybrid
combinatioDs.
























































